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Buckeye Pineline Comoanv. L.P. 
Opinion No. 360 

53 FERC ¶ 61,473 (1990) 

On February 12, 1990, the Presiding Administrative Law Judge (AL/) rendered an Initial 
Decision in Phase I (50 FERC ¶ 63,011 (1990)) finding that Buckeye Pipeline Company, L.P. 
(Buckeye) lacked significant market power in all of its relevant markets. (I~. at 65,064). 
Exceptions to the Initial Decision were filed by the Air Transport Association (ATA) and the 
Commission's Trial Staff (Staff). 

Opinion No. 360 (53 FERC § 61,473 (1990)) dealt with the scope of Buckeye's market 
power in and between seven northern and northeastern states. It also addressed Buckeye's 
proposed experimental program for rate regulation in its competitive markets. This was 
commonly referred to as "light-handed regulation." 

Opinion No. 360 affirmed the Initial Decision with respect to flReen markets. R found that 
Buckeye had significant market power in five markets, while in the two remaining markets the 
Commission found that Buckeye had no tariffs on file to serve these markets. Therefore, it was 
unnecessary to analyze them and made no finding with respect to these two markets. (]il. at 
62,662-63). 

Opinion No. 360 affirmed: (1) the ALI's definition of the relevant product market as the 
transportation by pipeline of refined petroleum products. 031. at 62,663); (2) the ALI's use of 
Bureau of Economic Analysis markets - the so-ealled BEA's - to determine each relevant 
geographic market O_d. at 62,663); (3) that the primary statistical tool used to measure market 
concentration was the Herfindahl - Hirschman Index (HHI) Ogl. at 62,666-67); and (4) that the 
use of delivery data, e.2.,deliveries into each BEA, was the best method to calculate an HHI for 
each Buckeye market. (lgl. at 62,667). 

The Commission further stated that other factors, such as transportation alternatives 
available to shippers, were significant elements, along with market concentration and the 
potential entry into the market of nearby suppliers. They all were useful in evaluating whether 
Buckeye exercised significant market power in each of its markets. 0J1. at 62,667). 

Having found that Buckeye did not have significant market power over a large portion of its 
markets, the Commission stated that light-handed regulation was appropriate in those markets. 
O_~. at 62,680). It further stated, "The broad outline of Buckeye's proposal - to use price changes 
in markets where it lacks significant market power to set caps for price changes in its markets 
where it does have market power - is a regulatory approach we generally support, especially on a 
limited experimental basis." (Jgl. at 62,680). 

The Commission accepted Buckeye's experimental proposal but only for a three-year 
period. It also required Buckeye to file annual reports detailing price and revenue changes in 
each of its markets. These modifications were due to the Commission's concerns with Buckeye's 
proposal for capping rate increases in markets in which it did not exercise significant market 
power. (Id. at 62,680). 
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62 ,858  C~ted m "&1 FER¢ I . . . .  " .~  t.m-gt 

[ I  61 ,473]  
B u c k ~  Pipe Line Company, L.P.. Docket No. 1S87-14-000, et el. and 

O R U - ~ O  

Opinion No. aeo; Optnion and Order on Initial 13ec~oa 

(Imuad D m m ~  3Z, rag0) 

B~ore Commimtomm~ Mm-t~ L. Kllday. Chairman; Churl m A. Trabsndt,  
EtL~beth Anne MoOr, and Jm.y J. I,*nzdoa. 

[Notz  Tim Initial Dm:t~on d the Immidlnl administrative law judge hmuad 
February 12, 1990, appeim at  50 FERC ¶ 63,01L] 

Appeir~ces 

Cht~troplserf. Barrand l~vidB. MatcGregor for Buckeye Pipe Line Company, 
L.P. 

Rqger B. Coven, Richard T.. Williams, and Dav/d A. Be~ for Air Transport 
Association of America 

L/sa.7. Ge/en and Kevm Hawley for the Association of Oil Pipe Lines 

Shermen S. Poland and fob,  Ladner for Sun Pipe Line Company 

Edward I. Le/~c for Texas Eastern Transmission Corporatim 

MicA~lel D. CoHen, Anja M. Clark, Kenneth M. Ende, ArnoM H. Meltz, William 
Collins, and Robin Nuschler for the Staff of the Federal Enersy Regulatory Commis- 
sio~ 

[ O l ~ l o n  N,~ 360 T a t ]  

This it • bifurcated proceeding. In Phase I the Commission directed the presiding 
administrative law judge (ALJ) to make findings whether Buckeye Pipe Line Com- 
pany, L.P. (Buckeye) hat stsnifictnt market power in the markets to which it 
transports or whether it is subject to effective competition in theme markets. Pha~ II 
was intended to a d d r m  how Buckeye% rate* would be regulated, particularly in the 
markets, if any, in which Buckeye lacks sillnificant market power. On February 12, 
1990, the .4Z] issued an Initial Dec~im in Phue  I s finding that Buckeye lacks 
J~if icant  market power in all of its relevant markets, z The Air Transport Asseciation 

I 50 lqFJt~ 1 63.011 (ISPgO). ~ 1~£ st p. 65.064 

1 6 1 , 4 7 3  ~ ~ 
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(ATA) and the Commission's staff filed briefs on exceptions to the ALJ's Initial 
Dec~on. 

The Commmion ~ffh~es the conclusions of the ALl' with respect to 15 of Buck- 
eye's markets, reverses the ALl with respect to five markets, and finds that in two 
markets analyzed by the parties Buckeye has no tariff on file to serve the market. For 
Phase I1 of this proceeding, Buckeye has propmed a five-year experimental program by 
which its rates (including those for m~rkets where Buckeye ~ not exercise si~ificant 
market power) will be controfled by certain rate caps. The Commission has decided to 
/dlow ]Buckeye to imp}emont its proposal with some modifications. However, with 
respect to the five markets in which the Commis~on finds that Buckeye exercises 
si~ni~caat market pma~r, the Commission will remand the case to the ALJ to deter- 
mine the appropriate ~ rates to which the rate caps will apply and to resolve the 
amount of reparations, if any, to which ATA may be entitled in its pending complaint 
against Buckeye's rates. 

I. Background 

A. Buckeye's System 

Buckeye is one d the largest independent oll pipelines, with over 3,400 miles of 
pipeline sorving 10 s~t~ .  ~ I t  is an operating parme.hip of a master limited parmer- 
ship, Buckeye PartnerS, L.P. The Penn Central Corporation is the general partner of 
Buckeye Partners, L.P. Over 97 percent of Buckeye's service is interstate and thus 
subject to the j~risdiction of the Commission. Buckeye is solely a common carrier that 
neither owns nor controls the petroleum products that it transports. Buckeye's trans- 
portation rates are based on a volumetric, perbarrcl basis. The Company receives no 
demand charges from its customers. 

Buckeye transports petroleum products from refineries, connecting pipelines, and 
marine terminals owned by others to terminals. Each shipment moves through Buck- 
eye's system as a separate and identifiable batch to the destination indicated by the 
shipper. 4 

Buckeye's markets span the northern part of the United States from Illinois to 
New York City with a spur line in the State of Washington. Most customers are either 
major integrated oil companies, major United States air carriers, or smaller marketing 
companies, s In the New York City area, Buckeye transports primarily jet fuel; 
however, outside of this area most of Buckeye's shipments are gasoline and distillate. 6 

B. Procedural History 

This proceeding arises from a Buckeye fi]ing on February 13, 1987, that proposed 
a six percent general rate increase and requested re||el from section 4 of the Interstate 
Commerce Act (ICA) in order that Buckeye could charge lower rates for a longer haul 
than for a shorter haul to meet competition. 7 Buckeye's rate proposal would cover the 
transportat'ton of petroleum products in and between the States of Illinois, Indiana, 

] ~k¢'~ Br. ix  17 

4Zd. 

s B u ~ e ~  ~ ~ sJ~-t plpellne Iqp~emt in Was~- 

the port o~ T a ~ J  wi[h McChord Air Force B~e. 
(1Buckeye Br. ~t t9). 

F u c  k w ~  

6 A p ~ u ~ . ~ t e l y  25 l ~ r c ~ t  of B~keye's to~l  
vuaum~ ~ * d  m jet fuel; ~ o¢ thin )el fuel 
is m m a o ~ t t d  ~ t h ~  t ~  New Yeck City area. 

may r.~ ~ • hq~er rate f~ mumpor~, l prod- 

fa r ther  des t inat ion,  wlthouL ob taming  F E R C  
aplxm'sL 

¶ 61,473 
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Mich~an, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York. On March 3, 1987, USAIr, 
Inc. (USAir) filed a protest and petition for investigation and suspension of the general 
rate increase. On March I0, 1987, Buckeye filed revised tariff sheets to withdraw the 
increases on jet fuel shipments ultimately received by USAir. $imuhaneously, USAir 
withdrew its protest. On March 13, 1987, the Commission's Oil Pipeline B~trd issued 
an order that accepted Buckeye's revised filing subject to refund, suspended it for one 
day, temporarily approved the requested section 4 relief, and set the matter for 
hearing. Subsequently, ATA filed a petition to intervene out-of-aline, which was 
8ranted by the Chief Administrative Law]udge on May I, 1987. 

On October 29, 1987, ATA filed a "Motion For Summary, Disposition" alle40ng 
that Buckeye had failed to establish that its rates, as increased, are just and reasonable. 
Following oral ar~ment ,  the presiding ALJ issued an order denying the motion; but he 
required Buckeye to file supplemental direct testimony containing its rate design 
justification, eest.hased or otherwise, pursuant to Buckeye's understanding of Farmers 
Union Central Exchange v. FERC. 734 F.2d 1486 (D.C. Cir. 1984), cert. denied. 469 
US. 1034 (1984). s In that same order, the ALJ approved a late filed intervention of the 
Association of Oil Pipelines (AOPL). 

On April 29, I~8 ,  ATA f/led a complaint against Buckeye's rates for the 
transportation of jet fuel and requesting the establishmeot of just and reasonable rates 
and the ordering of reparations back to January I, 1987. The Complaint has been 
pending since it was filed. 

Subsequently, Buckeye filed an interlocutory appeal to protect the confidentiality 
of requested data. On J'u[y 15, 1988, the Commission granted the interlocutory appeal. 
44 FERC ~ 61,(306 (19~8) (Buckeye l). Buckeye I found that while Buckeye's appeal 
was primarily directed to the narrow issue of whether certain cost-of-service data 
should be required, Buckeye had raised the issue of whether its p m p ~ l  should be 
evaluated under some less strict standard than Opinion No. 154-B 9 that would not 
require production of the involved cost data. Buckeye/'also noted that Farmers Union 
/ /wonld permit some form of tighter regulation where clearly identified non-cost 
factors such as competition or lack of market power may warrant departure from strict 
rate rev/ew.l°The Commission then concluded that the proceeding should be bifurcated 
stating that: 

[1"]o 8ive Buckeye an Opportunity to demonstrate that strict ratemaking scrutiny 
is not warranted in this proceeding, we will direct the ALJ to conduct the 

8Hcre4her dted ~ "Farmen U ~  H". T~i~ 
cue vacated ~n p~rt and remanded ;n pert Op~mon 
No 154. WH/hsms P~p~ L~ne C~. 2! FERC f612~O 
t1~2), the ~mm~e4~m't first pzmtouzt~ment on ~1 

pJl~]Jne~ was tral~terred to it from the Interstate 
Commezce C r a m  (ICC) by the Dep~r~ment ~' 
E~erSy O r p n t z a t ~  Act; Pub. L. No 95-91, 91 Slat 
56~ (1977 k codified st 42 U.S.C. I ITIOI-?S ( | ~ )  
Op~n~m No 154 was ~sued 8fte~ the Court o~ Appesit 
remanded, at the requ~t c~ the CommisU~, • pend. 
~8 8ppud from so t a ~  ~ rejecUn8 8 p~xelt by 
thlppmz to the rate ~ by the Willhtm Br~beTz 
P~pe LSae C~m~%v (WitJbm~0, 351 I.C.C. 1C2 (Dtv 
2 1975), sWd. on ~-wu*dezstkm, S55 LC.C. 479 
~1976). 

t S u b ~ q u ~ t  to Ft.~wr~ Unkm 111, the Comm~ 
* ~  h~qrd 01~mlon No. 154-B, whkh aISMilhed • 

¶ 61,473 

rev~*d set o/ra tern•k/n| pctnclpk5 and $o~eltne5 for 
od p ipe l i~ ,  and ~entiflt~ • number of ~her  impala 
for csN-by-caJe determlnat~. W;//~mJ /~pe r,'ae 
Co.. 31 FERC | 61,377 (198Sk ~ a/so Opinion No. 
t54-~. 33 FE~C ~61~27 (1~$). The C o m ~  
declar~ t ~ t  Ol~mon No. )S4-B was "a statement in 
compliaJ~.e with the co~t ' t  mamtate that it fuhJou a 
'pro~er tatemak/n# method far o~J p~peline5';" 31 
FERC |61~377. s t  p. 5 1 ~  (19Q5) (f~mn~e omit- 
ted). Became the C ~ u t a e  approved • ce~i~'~ 
m f l e m ~ t  ol O~ uodm'b-~r Wll~ms caJe, 30 FERC 
1612~Z, Oil.ion 154-Ja has not ~etn ~'vtew~J by the 

~ • p S ~  but it r e ~  as the CommiM~l~'l 
sumdaz~ for mllul~ml all pipetiem. 

to I ~  at p 61.18& 

F , ~ m l  | m q f f  ~ d d ~ m  
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proceeding ia stages. In the first stake, the ALl should evaluate evidence ... to 
determine whether Buckeye has market power in relevant markets and whether it 
is subject to effective competition in those markets. Buckeye should submit 
evidence in this proceeding that demonstrates its lack of significant market power 
in those markets in whlcll it desires llght-handed rebalation. Once the ALJ makes 
a determination with respect to Buckeye's market position, we will direct him to 
forward his findings to the Commission so that we can determine whether 
Buckeyc's proposed rates should be evaluated under the Opinion No. 154-B 
methodology or under a less strict standard nt 

Subsequently, Buckeye I was clarified in certain respects by the Commission's 
October 7, L9~8 Order Denying Rehearing and Clarifying Prior Order, 45 FERC 
~'61,046 (1988) (Buckeye H). In Buckeye Lrthe Commission determined, among other 
things, that [he ALJ should allow the submission of cost based evidence with respect to 
the issue of Buckeye's market power. 

Hearing., began on April 4, 1989, and concluded on April 19, 1089. Testimony was 
submitted b~ Buckeye, the Commission's staff, ATA, and AOPL One issu# was 
litigated: whether Buckeye has significant market power in any of its relevant markets. 
on February 12, 1990, the ALl issued an Initial Decision that found "that Buckeye has 
shown it lacks significant market power in each of its relevant markets at the present 
dine. 'qz On ~,farc.~ 14, 1990, ATA and staff filed Briefs on Exceptions to the Initial 
Decision. On April 3, 1990, Buckeye filed a Brief Opposing Exceptions. 

C Initial Decision 

As noted, the ALJ found that Buckeye lacks significant market power in all of its 
relevant markets For the purpose of making these findings, the ALJ determined that 
the relevant product market was the transportation of refined petroleum products. In 
so doing, the ALl rejected the position advanced by ATA that the product market 
should be markets in which Buckeye transports only jet fuel. He concluded that the 
relevant geographic markets were the areas that include all supplies of transportation 
from all origins to United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic 
Analysis Economic Areas (BEAs). ts 

The ALJ stated that the concept of market power as developed in antitrust law 
refers to the ability to raise price above the competitive level without losing sales so 
rapidly that the price increase is unprofitable and must he rescinded. 14 The ALl', 
relying on the consensus of the parties, determined for the purposes of this ease, that 
significant market power is the ability to control market price by sustaining at least a 
1.~-percent real price increase, without losing sales, for a period of at least two years. 
The ALl noted that the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI), which calculates market 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n  3 y  summing the squares of the individual market shares of all the firms 
included in the market, is often used as a preliminary indicator in determining whether 
the Department of Justice (DOJ) will begin to challenge a merger under section 7 of the 
Clayton Act. The Commission has used an HI'II of 1800 in evaluating market concen- 
tration in natural gas proceedings, ts The DOJ ReporL Oil l~'peliae Deregulation (DOJ 
Report) used an HHI  of 2500 in a petroleum products transportation market as a 

II Id. at p. 51,186 

xz 50 FF.~.C | 63,0| t. at p 65,064 (1990). 

II OEAs are JleoSrapbic regions * u . o u n d i n s  
r r ~  c~1;~ t ~  ~, are intended to r ~ n t  a r ~  o{ 
ac'tu~J ec~ornic activity. 

q ~  R~om 

1, 50 FERC 1 63,011. at p. 65,0~ (t~O), quo~i~ 
/rod Posner. Market Pmmer in Anfltnmt C~,es, 

94 HArv. L. Rev. 937 ( l ~ l ) .  

I~ Sic FJ Pa~o N a t ~ J !  Gas C~, Op~ulon No. 556, 
49 F~RC I 6 1 ~  (t~Qg) 

¶ 61,473 
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threshold below which a market was presumed competitive. 16 The ALJ concluded that 
he would examine several discretionary factors in each of Buckeye's markets rather 
than automatically apply some threshold HHI.  

In his analysis the ALJ examined Buckeye's competition in each of the relevant 
BEAs, as well as system-wide, to determine whether Buckeye has significant market 
power in any of these regions. The key factors he evaluated were: (1) the number and 
type of true economic transportation alternatives available to Buckeye's customers; (2) 
market concentration; (3) availability of excess capacity; and (4) the extensive vertical 
integration of large buyers, and patterns of joint, collaborative ventures that discour- 
age competition in setting pipeline rates due to the monopsonistic power ~ of the 
pipeline's shippers. Other factors he considered on a system-wide basis included: (1) 
natural barriers to entry due to the fixed and costly nature of pipelines themselves; (2) 
advance posting of oil pipeline rates, which allows competitors quickly to match rate 
cuts, and thereby limits any increase in sales and profits that might result from the 
lower tariffs; and (3) the elasticity of demand for the products Buckeye transports. 

The ALJ concluded that Buckeye had shown that it lacks significant market 
power in each of its relevant markets. The ALJ also concluded that given the presence 
of numerous competitors and the possibility of new entrants, Buckeye appeared 
incapable of sustaining at least a 15-percent real price increase for a period of at least 
two years without losing substantial sales. 18 Although ATA argued that Buckeye 
exercised significant market power in all of its markets, the ALJ did not agree, 
concluding that even in the more concentrated BEAs such as Pittsburgh, Buckeye has 
acquired its market share by providing quality service at competitive rates. The ALJ 
also noted that factors such as the presence of excess capacity and the widespread use 
of product exchanges that allow a shipper to bypass Buckeye's system, prevented 
B~:c.keye from exercising significant market power. 

I I .  Discussion 

Under section (5) of the Interstate Commerce Act, 49 U.S.C. § (5) (1976), the 
Commission has discretion in fulfilling its responsibilities under the just and reasonable 
rate standard. With respect to the Commission's responsibilities under Farmers Union 
II, the Commission noted in Buckeye I that clearly identified non-cost factors such as 
competition or lack of market power may warrant departure from strict rate review. 
The Commission went on to note that if a pipeline were to receive the benefit of such 
light-handed regulation, it must demonstrate that it lacks significant market power in 
the relevant markets, t9 It  was with this in mind that the Commission ordered this 
proceeding to be bifurcated, and directed the ALJ to conduct a full evidentiary hearing 
on the market power issue to determine whether Buckeye has market power in relevant 
markets or whether it is subject to effective competition in those markets, z° 

Of the 22 markets examined in Phase I, the Commission affirms the ALJ's finding 
that Buckeye lacks significant market power in the following 15 markets: Scranton- 
Wilkes Barre; Pittsburgh; Harrisburg-York-Lancaster; Philadelphia; Columbus; Lima; 
Toledo; Detroit; Saginaw-Bay City; Fort Wayne; Kokomo-Marion; Indianapolis; Hart- 

16Staff asserts that  17 of 18 B u c k e y e  m a r k e t s  
e v a l u a t e d  by it h a v e  an H H I  not only above 1800, but 
are also above 2500. 

17 Monopsony is a situation w h e r e  there  is only 
one  buyer or predominant buyer for the product or 
serv ices  of sel lers that  can  control how much will be 
paid  for the product. 

¶ 61,473 

18 As noted, there  w a s  a genera l  a g r e e m e n t  a m o n g  
the  par t i e s  to this proceeding that  a sustained 15-per- 
cent price increase would be the minimum require- 
ment for a finding of s ign i f i cant  m a r k e t  power. 

t9 44 FERC ~ 61,066, at pp. 61,185-186 (1988). 

2o ld.  at p. 61,186. 

Federal Energy Guidelines 
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ford-New Haven-Springfield; Seattle and Terre Haute. Because Buckeye has no tariffs 
on file to serve the Youngstown-Warren and Buffalo markets, the Commission makes 
no findings with respect to those two markets. The Commission finds that the New 
York City Market should continue to be regulated because the record is insufficient to 
make a finding of Buckeye's market power in that market. The remaining four 
markets, Syracuse-Utica, Rochester, Binghampton-Elmira, and Cleveland, are found to 
be markets in which Buckeye has significant market power. 

In conducting our analysis of Buckeye's market power, as described below, we 
have first defined the product and geographic markets. We have then evaluated 
whether Buckeye has significant market power in those markets by first doing, an 
initial screen for market concentration in each market (using the Herfindahl-Hirsch- 
man Index) and then considering, weighing and balancing a number of factors. The 
H H I  used for each market as an initial screen was the initial HHI  calculated by the 
staff witness based on actual deliveries into the market. Unless the market had a 
particularly low HHI, as in the case of the Philadelphia market, the Commission has 
further analyzed the market, weighing evidence of such factors as the potential entry 
of competitors into the market, available transportation alternatives, market share, 
availability of excess capacity, and the presence of large buyers able to exert downward 
monopsonistic pressure on transportation rates. The Commission has concluded 
whether, on balance, these factors establish that Buckeye has significant market power 
in any particular market that necessitates continued close regulatory oversight of its 
rates. 

A. Relevant Markets 

The ALl appropriately found that before market power may be assessed, the 
relevant product and geographic markets must be defined. 21 The ALJ then determined 
that the relevant product market is the transportation of refined pipeline petroleum 
products and, as noted, the relevant geographic markets are BEAs. zz He concluded that 
his proposed market definition was consistent with: (1) an extensive body of antitrust 
laws developed over 103 years by the courts and the Federal Trade Commission; 2s (2) 
the DOJ Merger Guidelines; 24 and (3) expert testimony from economists and profes- 
sionals experienced in the oil pipeline industry, z5 

Staff and Buckeye agree with the findings of the ALJ. However, ATA avers that a 
properly defined relevant market will include all of the alternative transportation 
services that compete with the transportation service offered by the subject firm (the 
relevant product market) and the area in which such services are provided (the 
relevant geographic market). ATA believes that the relevant product market should be 
jet fuel, while the relevant geographic market should be the individual airports to 
which Buckeye transports jet fuel. ATA contends that its witnesses applied a system- 
atic analysis based on sound economic principles to define the relevant product and 
geographic markets in which Buckeye operates, z6 

n 50 FERC ¶ 63,011, at p. 65 ,046(1990)  

n l d .  

ld. at  pp. 65,043-44.65,046-47. f n l 3  

24 In an a t t empt  to es,.ab)ish un i fo rmi t y  in ana- 
lyzing mergers ,  the  Antitrust  Division of DOJ issued a 
set  of m e r g e r  guidelines in 1984 that  include a pro- 
posed framework for identifying relevant and geo- 

graphic markets.  50 FERC ~'63,011, at p. 65,047, 
f n l 8 .  

z5 ld. at p. 65,046. 

The ATA witnesses addressed  on ly  those  mar-  
kets  in w h i c h  B u c k e y e  t ranspor t s  s i gn i f i cant  a m o u n t s  
of jet fuel. 

FEaC e.port, ¶ 61,473 
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While ATA asserts that the ALJ should have adopted a product market definition 
limited to the transportation of jet fuel, ~ the ALJ correctly pointed out that accepting 
ATA's position would overlook the fact that Buckeye's rate increase affects all its 
customers and not just jet fuel customers (except USAir and those customers at the 
New York City and Newark Airports) The ALJ stated that other refined petroleum 
products are transported in greater quantity on the Buckeye system. The ALJ also 
pointed out that the acceptance of ATA's contention would mandate separate consider- 
ation of each pr~luct carried by Buckeye and each use to which each product could be 
put. z# 

As staff witness Dr. Ogur explained in his testimony, if a threshold increase in the 
product price encourages enough consumers to switch to substitute products, then the 
group of products are all included in the product market. ~ ATA's approach fails to 
take into consideration that the substitution of the transportation of one petroleum 
product for the transportation of another petroleum product is nearly universal among 
pipelines. 3° Although petroleum products are not generally substitutes in use, oil 
pipelines such as Buckeye can easily substitute the transportation of one petroleum 
product for another, st The obvious advantage to such substitution is that shippers, who 
are wholesale distributors, can earn higher profits by selling more of the product for 
which the price has risen. This same analogy applies to substitution in production. As 
Dr. Ogur noted, if producers of a substitute product can switch production within one 
year and supply the product that increased in price, then both the product and the 
substitute product can be classified in the same product market based on their 
substitution in production if there is evidence that their prices move together) z The 
reasoning is that if producers can switch production from a substitute product to the 
product whose price was increased, taat higher price will not be able to be main- 
rained. ~ 

Dr. Ogus used jet fuel as an example of how substitution on the production side 
can change one's assessment of the relevant product market. He pointed out that 
viewed only from the consumption side, one may conclude that buyers are unable to 
substitute any other fuel for jet fuel. On the production side, however, refiners who 
produce jet fuel and gasoline may be able to switch their production mix in response to 
an increase in the price of jet fuel. I f  a threshokt increase in the price of jet fuel causes 
refiners to produce more jet fuel and less gasoline, and if the price of gasoline also 
increases, jet fuel and gasoline are in the same product market. The ease of product 
substitution among pipelines is an important reason why the relevant product market 
should be the transportation of refined petroleum products rather than the transporta- 
tion of a specific petroleum product, such as gasoline, fuel oil or jet fuel. Thus, the 
record shows that the relevant product market is the transportation of refined petro- 
leum products from all origins to a particular destination. Plus, the rates at issue here 
are for the movement of refined products by shippers, generally refiners, not for just 
the movement of jet fuel. Accordingly, we affirm the ALI 's  definition of the relevant 

product market. 

z7 ATA Relay ~r. at es. 
ZS SO FERC | 63,011, at p. 65.046 (1991). 

• gab. $-S at 5-1. 
l ~ ' e  49 FERC |61.g~. at pp. 61,905-O6 

( 1 ~ 9 ) .  

]1 in lame cue~ petr~mm products do 8~ltt- 
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As to ATA's argument that the relevant geographic markets are the individual 
airports to which Buckeye transports jet fuel, y* the record supports the ~ with 

• markets ATA has not supported its position that 
g . . . . .  , -i..,~rts The primary p rp~e  resl~ct to his finding on eographtc • • u of the 

. . . . .  ntif an area in which the price of the relevant the geographic markets should be m a m u u a ,  = ,~-, 
a hic market definmon is to ~de. ~Y,~ .~a ~ within the area. Thus, as the 

geogr p . . . .  :---~ -,, the uUy~ ........ Uers product ~s largety a e t e r m , - ~  "~ AOPL each testified that 
AL~ noted, expert economic witnesses for Buckeye, staff, and 
the relevant 8eograp hic market is an area at least as large as a BEA. ss Those expert 
witnesses based their conclusions on the suitability o{ BEAs, traditional economic 
theory, Supreme Court precedent and the DOJ Merger Guidelines. The ALJ also 
indicated that the DOJ Report used 181 BEAs as a basis (or organizing data on the 
Fographic scope of markets for oil pipelineS and other competing facilities. Both the 
N'ERA Report and the DOT/DOE Report use BEAS as the appropriate measure fc~ 

the geographic market of oil pipelines. • ' 
analytical process in determining a geographic market is similar to that used 

The product market• The geal is to identify an area in which a 
in defining the relevant can profitably impose a small but significant and nontran- 
hypothetical monopolist sitOry increase in prze. ~ Given the prevailing price ol the relevant product, the 
threshold price increase is used to estimate the ability of buyerS to avoid the price 
increase by purchasing the same product frOm sellerS in other areas. In his analysis Dr. 
Ogur assumed a threshold price increaSe in the initial geographic area. He then looked 
for evidence that buyerS could travel to sellerS in other areas and for evidence that 
sellers in other areas could ship into the area in question• If buyers can avoid a price hie market must be expanded to include the 

• . .L.. - ,-nner then the geograp _~ . a ,  ~,w,~rraphic market is 
increase In e l t n ~ l  ) - ~  , ~ . . . . . . .  is r e p e a t ~ u  U n u ,  - o~ -~  - 
other area of competing sellers, zne  pr~-~-- 
defined within which the price increase can be profitably imposed on buyers- 

an evaluation, Dr. Ogur concluded that a BEA was a reasonable 
Based upon such market for the delivered Pr oduct'm In effect 

approximation of the relevant geographic area that seemed reasona- 
what Dr. Ogur did was to consider the smallest geographic 
bit. Given the presence of competitive trucking for final distribUtiOn within a BEA, Dr. • • point would not be 
Ogur determined that a threshold price increase by a ptpehn¢ to one not appear to be a 
profitable and thus concluded that an area smaller than a BEA did 

reasonable geographic me rket-~ 
Dr. Ogur again used jet fuel as an example and concluded that a single airport is 

not a relevant geographic mar ket.~° Dr. Ogur noted that a customer airline could avoid 
a price increase at one airport hv reducing its fuel purchases at that airport and 
substituting increased purchases irom other airp ores-41 Thus, we conclude that the 

of record supports the findings of the ALJ. BEAs are shown to be appropriate 

evidence , ~, • • " try The ALi's geographic and product market geographic markets since they are etmvcnient, easily identified and have been used in 

Mst studies of th~ j l  plpehne mdus . : ~--ted b ~ many studies of market power 
P" , , )  ¢ u:ilh the def ninon auuv ~ - 
definitions are con~ s~,.n . . . . . . .  
in this industry. )z 

F.J~h. A'[A.22 ~t b 

0 E~.h. S- 19 a t  14  

m S e e . ~ t h  5 . i a t  1!. 

T r  # t  2 t 9 1  

mtc  imam 

*~ ~ .~  Eath ta  v.~. 1% where 1 ~  ~ ~o~d the 
suMe~t i~ by AT~ ~ i t ~  Mr  WLtlon ( ~ d t  ATA~t 
at 18) tlmt• typ~ct~ a~rt~ buyt 50 oeromt ot zA~ 
ol i t~ h m  s'~ four  or f ive  a i r p o r t ~  • 

~t See  t h e  D O J  ~epOn; N . t t ~ a l  E c o n o m i c  

R e s e a r c h  A s s o d a t . .  l n c .  C o m p e 0 t  ~m an ~ 1  p ~ p d l n ¢  
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B. Measuri~ Market Power 

The ALJ, as well as the parties generally, agreed that market power is the ability 
to profitably raise price above the competitive level for a significant time period. The 
ALJ then went on to define significant market power as the ability to control market 
price by sustaining at l e~ t  a 15-percent real price increase, without losing ~Ms, for a 
period of at least two yea, rs. He stated that the parties were generally in Mreemont 
that this standard was acceptable as a minimum requirement for finding significant 
market power. However, while staff agreed with the 15 percent figure as a minimum, it 
believes that the adoption of the t5 percent standard would narrow both product and 
geographic market definitions and increase the liketihocd of erroneously finding market 
power. Staff argues that this definition is inadequate because it fails to consider 
whether the exercise of market power results in a reduction in output, thereby causing 
a misallocation of society's resources. The Commission finds that the ALJ's definition of 
significant market power is adequate in this proceeding. This is especially so, since 
Buckeye has never tried to raise its rates by more than 15 percent Over a two year 
period. 

The ALJ did net make a product price analysis in determining that Buckeye lacks 
significant market power. Staff argues that the ALJ's failure to take delivered product 
prices into account makes his market power findings unreliable. Staff argues further 
that the key to competitive delivery of petroleum products into a market from 
different supply sources is the delivered price of the product, including all transporta. 
tion costs and the product price from the source. ATA makes a similar argument, 
noting that unless the product prices can be shown to he the same, the only real 
competition that Buckeye faces in each market is from the transportation alternatives 
from Bnckeye's origin. 

We conclude that the relevant price for the purposes of making a determination of 
whether Buckeye can profitably increase its transportation prices above the competi- 
tive level is the delivered product price. Because shippers or customers in the destina- 
tion market often have the option of switching away from purchasing transportation 
into the market, and, instead, purchasing Ore delivered product itself, suppliers of 
transportation must compete with suppliers of the delivered product, t) For example, a 
fuel oil distributor that purchases transportation for its product on a common carrier 
pipeline such as Buckeye may have the option of purchasing delivered fuel oil from a 
proprietary pipeline. In addition, if a nearby refinery can profitably deliver product by 
truck into a destination market, the final consumer can avoid an increased pipeline 
tariff by purchasing the refinery's delivered product. Therefore, any market power that 
might be exercised by transportation suppliers can be limited by delivered product 
suppliers who provide both product and transportation. The competition between 
transportation suppliers can only he evaluated in the destination market where the 
ultimate consumer can choose among these alternatives. 

1. Market Concentration 

The AL] identified market concentration as one of the factors to be considered in 
determining market po~ver. He acknowledged that HHIs as applied under the DO] 
Merger GuJde]incs serve as preliminary threshold measures of market concentraf;~. 
( F ~  Cmt/a~d) 

REPORI~'); tb~ ~ d the D ~ - t ~ t .  of 
1 " ~ n ~ . ~ U ~  e~d En~.~. Nat~on~l ~ Trano- 
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but he then concluded that the identification of the number and type of true economic 
alternatives available to buyers of petroleum transportation services should have 
paramonnt importance. Accordingly, the ALJ conducted an analysis of each market on 
the basis of several qualitative factors that he concluded were pertinent to the question 
of market power, and determined that Buckeye did not exercise significant market 
power in any market. His analysis specifically addressed the 11 Buckeye markets that 
were contested. "u 

ATA argues that market concentration is the primary indicator of how competi. 
t ire a market is likely to behave. ATA further contends that the ALl" virtually ignored 
the high concentration of Buckeye's markets in his analysis. Staff also argues that the 
ALJ's analysis skips any meaningful evaluation of market concentration. Staff con- 
tends that the ALJ should have established an HHI  in each market served by Buckeye, 
and that his failure to establish an H H I  threshold makes his analysis unnecessarily 
susceptible to erroneous findings. 

We conclude that an analysis of market concentration -,sing HHIs  should be the 
first step in evaluating the likelihood of market power being exercised in a given 
market. Knowing the degree of concentration in a market provides useful information 
about where on the competitive spectrum that market likely lies and what other factors 
will have to be weighed to enable a finding as to the existence or absence of significant 
market power? -~ For measuring market concentration, we conclude that a proper 
screening device is an HHI. e We also conclude that the use of delivery data, e.g., 
deliveries into each BEA, is the best method for calculating HHIs here. 

2. Other Factors 

The ALJ identified the number and type of true economic transportation alterna- 
tives available to bu-/ers of petroleum transportation service in each relevant BEA as 
the most important factor to consider in evaluating Buckeye's market power? v How- 
ever, both ATA and staff argue that much of the evidence that the ALl. relied on in 
finding that Buckeye lacks significant market power in all of its relevant markets 
consists of a mere listing or identification of supply alternatives. 

Consideration of transportation alternatives is significant in any market power 
analysis, and we agree that it is not the only factor that should be looked at in 
evaluating market power. However, the ALl. did not rely exclusively on transportation 
alternatives as establishing whether a market is competitive. Instead, he included a 
number of other indicia of market power, as discussed above, in his evaluation. We 
consider each of those factors to be significant elements, along with market concentra- 
tion and potential entry, ~ to be weighed and balanced for each market in evaluating 

~ T h e  I I  BEAs that the ALJ •ddrettec[ were: 
New York City (includlna ]FK. La Guardia and 
Newark airports, specifically), Pittsburgh. D~tro~t. 
Cleveland. Cu~umbus Rorhe~ter. Buffalo. H•effocd. 
New H&ven-Sprlnsheld, Syracuse. Binsharnptc~- 
Elmira and Indmrmpolis 

4S Market (a~eotrat io~ ~ • functNm of the num- 
her ~ firms in • mlrket and their respective market 
sham% and HHII are an approprmte and widely" u~ed 
m~tmue of market concenlrstion. However. • hiBb 
HHI does not neols~rily e s t s b l ~  that an individual 
firm I~s ~ f ~ t  mark¢~ power. The HHI ~ r v n  
merely as an initial -.~reen. 0¢ threshoM, to indicate 
th~ de~oee o4[ c~¢ent raUon in • market. 

FII~ IIiS~tl 

Under th~ DOJ Merger Guidelines. if sn HHI 
is lesu than I000. the ma cket i t  vle~ed as competitive 
If the HHI exceeds 1800. ~gniflcant market power 
nmy be ezerosed, and the DOJ wiO examine ent~/ 
c ~ d h ~ s  and uther factors to determine whether • 
proposed merser is likely to increm~ market po t~r  
~Ka~'f recommended the ule of sn 1800 threshed. 
c o ~ t e n t  with the app~mch s~J/lg~ged :n the DO] 
Merger Gmdehnu and the aplPrmch taken by t ~  
Col:~lum~o~ m the natural gag g r~ .  

*7 SO FERC 1 63.01 I, at p 6S.O19 ( I ~ )  

~ Potential entry is t ~  abOJty of nelrby luoPll- 
er$ to lerv~ • market if current ~j~pltcrs attempt to 
incres~ pro/its hy raisin1[ the market pc~e. Nearby 
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before changing their prices. In less concentrated markets, firms behave more as 
"price-takers" and make pricing decisions based only on the particular circumstances 
of their firm and do not account for any anticipated market response. As the Commis- 
sion stated with respect to E1 Paso Natural Gas Company, the HHI  is an "indicator of 
the likelihood that El Paso together with other suppliers can jointly exercise market 
power in a given market. ''51 A high HHI  indicates that cooperative behavior may be a 
concern and that other factors, such as those considered by staff and the ALJ affecting 
the potential for cooperative behavior, should be considered. Accordingly, the Commis- 
sion does consider and weigh factors that might affect cooperative behavior in markets 
where the HHI indicates that such behavior may be of concern. 

C. Analysis of Buckeye's ;%larkets 

1. The Markets In Which Buckeye Does Not Have Significant Market Power 

The ALJ did not specifically discuss the Scranton-Wilkes Barre, Harrisburg-York- 
Lancaster, Philadelphia, Lima, Toledo, Saginaw-Bay City, Fort Wayne, and Kokomo- 
Marion markets because they were uncontested. Accordingly, after conducting an 
independent evaluation of these markets, we affirm the ALJ's findings as to these 
markets and discuss below only the contested markets. 

a. Pittsburgh B E A  The Pittsburgh BEA was found by staff to have an initial HHI  
of 2561. ATA, however, argues that this is a highly concentrated market with an HHI 
of 3531. The ALJ noted that high market share in a concentrated market will not, by 
itself demonstrate that Buckeye possesses significant market power. 52 The ALJ then 
went on to find that Buckeye lacks significant market power in this market. In 
reaching this conclusion, the ALJ first found that Buckeye faces potential competition 
from barges) 3 The ALJ then found that shippers could switch volumes on Buckeye 
from a long-haul to a short-haul route to save on transportation costs, s4 The ALJ also 
relied on the presence of USAir, a purchaser of 65 percent of the product transported to 
the Pittsburgh Airport, to constrain Buckeye's prices. 55 

We affirm the ALJ's finding with respect to the Pittsburgh BEA and conclude 
that Buckeye lacks significant market power in the Pittsburgh market. The evidence 
supports the ALJ's conclusions regarding competitive transportation, alternate routes, 
and the presence of a large shipper in the market that can exert downward pressure on 
Buckeye's rates. The record also shows that there is considerable excess capacity in the 
market. ~ In addition, in Dr. Ogur's evaluation of the extent to which potential entrant 
trucking firms could profitably serve the Pittsburgh BEA, he calculated an HHI  of 
2102 for Pittsburgh. This HHI  suggests a degree of market concentration that, when 
considered with Buckeye's 43.7 percent market share, makes the decision with respect 
to this market a close call. However, after considering the nature and quality of the 
transportation alternatives relied on by the ALJ and the amount of excess capacity in 
the market, we conclude that Buckeye does not have significant market power in the 
Pittsburgh BEA. 

b. Indianapolis BEA. The ALJ concluded that Buckeye lacks significant market 
power in this BEA because Buckeye's market share is only two percent and because 

51 Optmon No. 336, s u p r a ,  49 F E R C  at p. 61,919 

5; 50 FERC ¶ 63,011, at p 65,055 ¢ 1990"~. 

~3 The ALJ found staff 's  a rgument s  that Buckeye 
faced potential competition from trucks to be uncon- 
vincing, ld. 

FERC Reports 

54 l d  at p. 65,056. 

s5 ld .  

56 See Exh. B-69, at 4-5; Exh. B-23 at 20. 
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there are six pipelines that compete with each other as well as with trucks. ATA claims 
that its estimated HHI  of 4687 shows that this is a highly concentrated market. We 
agroe with the findings of the ALJ. 

As the AI~ point~l out, Marathon acquired Rock Island Refining Company in 
February 1987, and since then has had, by ATA's own estimate, over 64 percent of the 
market, with the rest of the deliveries into the market being made by other pipelines 
and trucks. This fact alone belies ATA's claims of Buckeye's market power. The record 
also shows that Buckeye not only lacks market share, hut that there is substantial 
excess capacity in this market, since total deliveries amount to 114,400 bbl per day, 
while total pipeline capacity amounts to 568,(XX) bbl per day. Finally, the DOJ' report 
calculated the HHI  for this BEA to be 1400. After weighing all of these factors, we 
find, on balance that Buckeye does not have significant market power in the Indianap- 
olis BEA. 

c. DeL~Olt BE/L The ALJ concluded that Buckeye lacks significant market power 
in the Detroit BEA. He based his conclusions primarily on the availability of substan- 
tial excess capacity on the four pipelines serving the market that act as a strong 
disincentive to raising rates. He also concluded that exchanges affect Buckeye's 
competitive posture since its two biggest shippers are major oil refiners with the ability 
to exchange barrels, shift sources, and bargain with Buckeye to satisfy their transporta- 
tion needs at the lowest possible costs. The ALJ found further that Buckeye's ability to 
increase prices is constrained by the presence of Northwest Airlines, which has its own 
fuel terminals and feeder pipelines at the airport and accounts for 61 percent of the jet 
fuel transported to the airport. The ALl. also noted that Marathon's refinery in Detroit 
could produce jet fuel and that trucking from Toledo refineries provide some competi- 
tive restraint. 

ATA argues that the record does not indicate that Buckeye faces effective 
competition for deliveries to the Detroit BEA, and that the delivery based HHI  for 
Detroit is 22S2. Staff, on the other hand, supports the findings of the ALJ' and 
calculates an HHI  adjusted to account for potential entry at 1600. 

We agree with the findings of the ALl'. As established in the record, there is 
significant competition both from other pipelines and from trucks, plus significant 
downward pressure on Buckeye's rates from large shippers. Buckeye's share of this 
market amounts to 38.5 percent, but there is substantial excess capacity in the BEA - -  
total deliveries amount to 190,900 bbl per day, while total capacity on the four 
pipelines serving the market amounts to 434,000 bbl per day. After weighing all of 
these factors, we conclude, on balance, that Buckeye does not have significant market 
power in the Detroit market. 

d. Columbus BF_.A. The ALl. concluded that Buckeye lacks significant market 
power in the Columbus BEA. He found that almost 95 percent of the deliveries into this 
market are made by the three pipelines serving the BEA, but that trucking and 
barging, which are used to some degree, and considered to he a viable alternative to 
Buckeye at current rates, would become even more attractive should Buckeye raise its 
rates. '1"he ALl also found that Inland, which accounts for the kq-eatest portion of the 
pipeline transportation into the Columbus BEA, is a significant competitor of Buckeye, 
even thongh it is a proprietary pipeline that serves only its partners. ATA had argued 
otherwise, but the ALJ concluded that since the Inland partners own the refineries at 
Toledo and Lima that supply much of the jet fuel to Columbus' airport, in the event of 
a Buckeye price increase, nothing would prevent airlines from buying products directly 

1 6 1 . 4 7 3  F,d,,V ~ . , ,~  evMeh~ 
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from the refineries and then having the refineries use Inland to transport directly to 
airports. Additionally, the ALJ pointed out that TransWorld Oil not only purchases 72 
percentof the services to this market, so that it would seem to have monopsony power 
over Buckeye's pricing, but also is the principal interest partner in Buckeye's chief 
competitor Inland. 

ATA claims that based on an HHI  of 3048 for Columbus, there is no reasonable 
basis for concluding that Buckeye lacks significant market power or faces effective 
competition in the Columbus market. Staff, while unable to conclude if Buckeye lacks 
significant market power in this BEA because of an absence of pricing data, also found 
Buckeye to have an actual HHI  of 3051, and concluded that the ALJ erred in finding 
that Buckeye lacked significant market power in the Columbus BEA. We do not agree. 
Buckeye's market share in this market is only 28.5 percent. In additiori to the 
competitive factors considered by the ALJ, the record establishes that there is signifi- 
cant excess capacity in this market, with total deliveries amounting to 93,300 bbl per 
day and total pipeline capacity amounting to 142,0(K) bbl per day. After weighing all of 
these factors, we find, on balance, that Buckeye does not have significant market power 
in the Columbus market. 

2. The Markets In Which Buckeye Has Significant Market Power 

a. Cleveland BEA. The ALJ concluded that Buckeye lacks significant market 
power in the Cleveland BEA, based entirely on his finding that three other pipelines 
serve the market, that the private Inland pipeline is a serious competitor for Buckeye, 
and that long-haul trucking from Toledo refineries and barging might become viable 
alternatives should Buckeye increase its rates. We conclude otherwise. 

The ALJ determined that Inland offered serious competition to Buckeye because 
between Toledo and Bradley Road, Buckeye and Inland own parallel pipelines, Buck- 
eye's only business is in carrying Inland's overflow volumes at a substantial discount, 
and recently Inland had expanded capacity to displace 11 percent of Buckeye's Bradley 
Road volumes and might displace more in the future. This overstates the case for 
finding this market to be competitive. 

First, though it is not the only factor to be considered, the very high HHI of 5976 
for Cleveland does indicate a highly concentrated market. Even staff's revised HHI,  
which took into account the potential for entry into the market leaves Cleveland with 
an HHI  of over 2400) 7 Second, as the ALJ himself noted, the three other pipelines, 
including Inland, account for only about a quarter of the deliveries into the market. In 
fact, the record shows that Buckeye's market share amounts to 75.7 percent, which 
lessens significantly any competitive impact that Inland could exert over Buckeye 
throughout this market. The ALJ also indicated that an increase in Buckeye's rates 
would create an opportunity for the Sun Pipeline to increase its business. However, the 
ALJ's conclusion does not address ATA's contention that Sun runs only to Akron and 
the cost of transportation on Sun to Cleveland is substantially higher than the cost on 
Buckeye. ss This would seem to belie any finding that Sun offers any real competition to 
Buckeye in this market. The ALJ also concluded, without explanation, that Buckeye 
faces competition from ARCO Pipeline. However, there seems to be no basis for this 
conclusion since this segment of ARCO is being operated under a proprietary lease and 

57 See Exh  S-12 Revised. 

~ E x h .  ATA-15, Schedule 3; Ex h  B-64, Table 
B-64-1. 
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therefore is not considered to be a common carrier pipeline able to hold itself out to 
transport for the shipping public. 59 Accordingly, we conclude that Buckeye can exercise 
significant market power in the Cleveland market. 

b. Rochester BEA. The ALJ concluded that Buckeye lacks significant market 
power in the Rochester BEA. He based this conclusion primarily on his finding that 
Buckeye faces significant competition from the Atlantic Pipeline. The ALJ did not rely 
on any analysis in reaching this conclusion, but instead merely assumed that shippers 
would change their shipping arrangements and have their products delivered to 
Philadelphia, rather than Linden, to use the Atlantic pipeline rather than Buckeye. 
Such a change, however, would likely involve some additional expense to the shipper 
which the ALJ failed to take into consideration in reaching his conclusion that Atlantic 
presented a viable option to Buckeye. 

The ALJ also found that Mobil pipeline could become an effective competitor if 
Buckeye were to increase its rates. The record shows, however, that Mobil does not 
deliver directly to the Rochester market and that its 18 MBD operating capacity is 90 
percent utilized. 6° Thus, Mobil has little ability to compete effectively with Buckeye. 
Instead it provides indirect service through deliveries to its terminal in Buffalo, which 
are then trucked to Rochester, resulting in a cost of transportation on Mobil Pipeline 
that is between 13 and 14 cents a barrel higher than the cost of transportation on 
Buckeye. 61 The ALJ also noted that trucks, which currently deliver some volumes to 
the Rochester market from United Refining's refinery in Warren, Pennsylvania, could 
provide competition, and that potential competition exists from two Canadian refin- 
eries' entering the market by trucking their products. Finally, the ALJ concluded that 
Buckeye is constrained in its pricing by the monopsony power of USAir at the 
Rochester Airport. 

First, the HHI for the Rochester market was calculated by staff to be 5378, 
indicating a very highly concentrated market. 62 The record also shows that an evalua- 
tion by staff of potential entry by competing firms could not reduce the HHI since no 
potential entrants could be found to come.into the market at a reasonable cost. 63 In 
addition, the record shows that Buckeye has a 71.3-percent share of the Rochester 
market. While we agree that USAir may have some ability to exert downward pressure 
on Buckeye's pricing, we cannot, however, assume that USAir's position will allow it to 
control prices. Since this is the only factor that weighs in favor of finding a competitive 
market, we disagree with the findings of the ALJ. Accordingly, we find that Buckeye 
has significant market power in the Rochester BEA. 

c. Syracuse-Utica BEA. The ALl concluded that Buckeye lacks significant market 
power in the Syracuse-Utica BEA. He found that an increase in Buckeye's tariff rates 
from Linden could encourage shippers to use Atlantic through Philadelphia as a source 
for shipping their product. He also found that Buckeye could face competition from the 
Sun and Mobil pipelines if it increased its rates. Finally, the ALJ found that Buckeye's 
market power was limited by the monopsony power of USAir. We do not agree with the 
findings of the ALJ. 

59 See Ezh. ATA-I5,  Schedule 3; E x h  B-64, Table 
B-64-1. 

6o See Exh. S-9 at 188. 

61 See Exh. S-9at  187. 
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FL, st, the HHI for this market as eakulated by staff is 4783, 64 thus indicating a 
highly concentrated market. As with Rochester, no potential entrants could he identi- 
fied by staff, thus the HHI remained at 4783. Second, as discussed previously with 
regard to the Rochester market, there is no basis in the record to support the 
assumption that shippers would he likely to change their distribution patterns from 
Lin .den to Philadelphia in order to avoid a rate increase by Buckeye. The record also 
shows that the Sun and Mobil pipelines are designed primarily to serve the needs of 
their affiliated refiners. 6s In addition, they originate in Philadelphia and thus, as is the 

with Atlantic, cannot offer any competitive restraint on Buckeye's pricing from 
Linden. We also conclude that USAir cannot influence Buckeye's rates throughout this 
market, and we question whether it can even exert any meaningful monopsonistic 
pressure as to airport traffic. USAir does receive 57 percent of the product delivered to 
the airport. However, Buckeye handles 100 percent of the airport deliveries and has no 
competitors for this traffic, which tips the balance in favor of Buckeye's being able to 
resist any attempts by USAir to keep Buckeye from raising prices. Finally, the record 
shows that Buckeye has a 68.4-percent share of the Syracuse-Utiea market. Accord- 
ingly, after weighing all of these factors, we conclude that Buckeye can exercise 
significant market power in the Syracuse-Ut/ca market. 

d. Binghampton.Elmira BEA. The ALJ concluded that Buckeye lacks significant 
market power in the Binghampton-Elmira BEA. His findings were based mainly on his 
observation that Buckeye lost 18 percent of its market share in this BEA between 1982 
and 1988, despite having 73 percent of the available pipeline capacity, and that Mobil 
and the recently merged Atlantic and Sun lines, which have the remaining pipeline 
capacity, could continue to take away Buckeye's business through the uso of drag 
reducing additives. The ALJ also stated that trucking accounts for about lO percent of 
this market and would increase in response to a Buckeye price increase. We disagree 
with the ALJ's conclusions. 

First, staff determined tha~ the HHI for this market is 3401 and that Buckeye's 
share of this market is 50.2 percent. As in the Rochester and Syracuse markets, staff 
found that there were no potential entrants that could he identified. ~ Second, there is 
no sound basis for finding that other pipelines wil!, as a matter of course, take away 
Buckeye's business. The only reason for the ALI's so concluding was that those 
pipelines could use drag reducing additives to make petroleum products flow more 
freely through the pipeline and thereby increase the volume of the pipeline itself. This 
may he true. but it o v e r i ~  the fact that Buckeye can use the same methods itsetf, to 
its own benefit. Thus, we cannot conclude that the availability of drag reducing 
additives alone gives other pipelines a competitive advantage over Buckeye. Accord- 
ingly, after weighing all of these factors, we find, on balance, that Buckeye can exercise 
significant market power in the Binghampton-Elmira market. 

3. The Markets In Which Buckeye Only Makes Intra.BEA Deliveries 

In some markets Buckeye only makes intra-BEA deliveries of products trans- 
ported into the BEA by other pipelines or water carriers, or Buckeye receives but does 
not deliver products. For example, in the New "York City BEA, Buckeye receives 
gasoline, jet fuel, and distillate fuel oil in Linden, N.J. and transports it to Long Island 
City, N.Y., Inwood, N.Y. and to La Guardla, JTK, and Newark airports. These are 
"intra-BEA" shipments. The markets in which Buckeye makes only intra-BEA deliv- 

6s ,qe~ E t h .  S ~  R ~ m d .  
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cries are the Hartfccd-New Haven.Springfield, New York, Terre Haute, and Seattle 
BEAs. Staff did not analyze these markets because staff presumed that Buckeye would 
be unable to affect the price of delivered product in these markets since it has no 
control over the amount of product flowing into them and because numerous studies 
have shown trucking to be a cost-effective alternative to pipeline transportation over 
the relatively short distances such as those that exist within a BEAP Of the four 
intra-BEA markets, this presumption was only contested with respect to the New York 
City market. 

ATA disputed this assumption as applied to the transportation of jet fuel to the 
airports in the New York BEA. However, the ALJ concluded that Buckeye's rates to 
these airports were constrained by the potential for competition from barges and 
trucks. For example, the AL.I pointed out that cost estimates of barging jet fuel to JFK 
made by both Buckeye and ATA are not significantly different and support the 
feasibility of barging. With regard to La Guardia, be noted that rates to Long Island, a 
clearly competitive market with much barge traffic, are comparable to those to La 
Guardia. At Newark, trucking costs are less than one cen t  per barrel above Buckeye's 
rates. 

The Commission agrees with staff that it is reasonable to presume that Buckeye 
cannot affect the delivered price in a BEA if it makes only intra-BEA deliveries, and 
this presumption is uncontested as applied to three of these markets. Therefore, we 
conclude that Buckeye does not have significant market power in the three uncontested 
markets: Hartford-New Haven.Springfield, Terre Haute, and Seattle. 

In the case of New York City, however, the presumption, especially as applied to 
jet fuel delivered to three airports, is contested and the Commission is concerned that 
the record is not sufficient to confidently support a finding that the presumption is 
justified for this particular market. Because of extrem" traffic congestion, safety 
consideration, and quality inspections, trucking may not be a cost-effective alternative 
for transporting jet fuel to JFK and La Guardia airports. Although the ALJ concluded 
that barging was an effective alternative for these airports, we think the record is ton 
weak to draw any firm conclusions. Accordingly, beeau~ we cannot find that Buckeye 
does not exercise significant market power in this market, Buckeye's rates in New York 
City will continue to be regulated. Buckeye may, in a future case, attempt to show that 
it does not exercise significant market power in this market. 

4. Markets For Which The Commission Makes No Findings 

The Buffalo and Youngstown-Warren BEAs were analyzed by the parties and the 
ALl found that Buckeye does not have significant market power in those markets. 
However, Buckeye has no tariffs on file to serve those markets. Therefore, it is 
unnecessary to analyze those markets and the Commission makes no finding with 
respect to Buckeye's market power in tbor, e two markets. 

HI.  P b a ~  H: The l ~ m  Methodology to be Used by Bue..k,~e for the Future 

In light of our findings as to Buckeye's market power in each of its relevant 
markets, we next consider a ratemaking methodology proposed by Buckeye for applica- 
tion in each of Buckeye's relevant markets. 
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A. Buckeye's Proposed Experimental Program 

On May 1, 1990, Buckeye filed a Motion for Expedited Adoption of an Experimen. 
tal Program for Rate Regulation in Competitive Markets. The motion asks that the 
Commission establish on an experimental basis the proposal set forth below for the 
regulation of Buckeye's rates in competitive markets. 

Buckeye's proposal for rate regulation in competitive markets has the following 
key elements: The Commission will continue to regulate Buckeye's rates to ensure 
compliance with the requirements of the Interstate Commerce Act. In markets where 
Buckeye does not have significant market power: (a) individual rate increases will not 
exceed a "cap" of 15 percent (real) over any two-year period; and (b) individual rate 
increases will be allowed to become effective without suspension or investigation if they 
do not exceed the change in the GNP deflator since the rate was last increased, plus 2 
percent. Rate increases exceeding this "trigger" would have to be justified as being 
consistent with competitive pricing or other appropriate factors and would be subFct 
to suspension and investigation. Rate decreases would be presumptively valid and 
complainants would bear the burden of demonstrating any alleged unlawfulness If 
Buckeye is found to have significant market power in one or more of its markets, 
Buckeye propcx~es that rates in such markets would be required to track rate changes in 
competitive markets. This proposal is explained in more detail below. 

!. Rate Cap 

Buckeye notes that the Initial Decision defined significant market power as the 
ability to raise rates more than 15 percent in real (noninflated) terms over a two-year 
period without losing substantial business. ~s Thus, under the proposal any individual 
rate increase of less than 15 percent (real) ~ over two years should be presumptively 
valid since by definition it does not constitute significant market power. 

Buckeye proposes that this test of significant market power 15 percent (real) over 
two years - -  be employed as a cap on individual rate increases. Thus, Buckeye 
contends that this cap guarantees that it cannot exercise significant market power as 
to any shipper under the minimum standards agreed to by all parties to this case. 

2. Rate Trigger 

Buckeye's proposal states that to ensure close Commission oversight, to protect 
shippers and to allay any concerns that substantial price increases are likely to occur, 
the Commission should establish a threshold even below the cap. The threshold would 
be set at 2 percent above the change in the GNP deflator since the prior rate change. 7~j 
Under the proposal rate increases which do not exceed the change in GNP deflator plus 
2 percent would be permitted without suspension or investigation. Any individual rate 
increase exceeding the threshold would have to be justified by Buckeye through a 
demonstration that the rate increase is consistent with competitive pricing, or other 
appropriate factors, and would be subject to possible suspension and investigation were 
Buckeye's justification found to be inadequate. 

e4 30 FF.P.C | 63 Ol 1. at p. 6S,049. 
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According to Buckeye, its proposed threshold "trigger" will assure shippers and 
the Commission that Buckeye's rates cannot increase subs~antiany more than the 
general rate of inflation without justification. At the same time, Buckeye believes this 
would eliminate the need for costly rate investigations and regulator)" intervention over 
de minimis rate changes. The "plus 2 percent" feature of the threshold preserves some 
degree of pricing flexibility which Buckeye claims that it needs to react to differing 
competitive conditions in its various markets. 

3. Presumptively Valid Rate IX-creases 

Under Buckeye's proposal rate decreases would be presumptively valid and free 
from regulatory investigation. Buckeye argues that the Commission ~hould not inde- 
pendently investigate price reductions, and any competitor ,r shipper complaining of 
rate decreases should bear the burden of proving them unlawful. In support of this 
position Buckeye cites Texas Eastern Products Pipeline Compan.~ n 

4. Continued Application of the ICA 

Sections 2, 3, 4 and 6 of the ICA would continue to apply to Buckeye. n Under 
section 2, pipelines cannot charge different rates for the same transp~,rtation ~crvice 
between the same origin and destination points. Section 3 prohibits undue discrimina- 
tion. As indicated above, under section 4, a pipeline may not charge a higher rate for 
transporting products to a nearer destination than it charges for a further destination. 
without obtaining Commission approval. Section 6 of the ICA requires a pipeline to 
provide a tariff filing of all rates and 30 days' notice of all rate ire'ceases to the 
Commission and shippers. 

5. Commission Oversight of Competitive Circumstances 

To satisfy the Commission that competition continues, and tn ,-,urr that Buck- 
eye's rates are just and reasonable, Buckeye proposes to file a ~ r t  with the 
Commission every five years describing any material changcs in the ( t,..~i,rtitive status 
of its markets. This report would permit the Commission to mtmit,,r Ihe level of 
competition to determine whether competitive circumstances have ~'ha:~,:ed ,uch that 
Buckeye has acquired significant market power in any of its market, 

Buckeye contends that because full-blown hearings on com|Petiticm .ire extremely 
costly, to prevent wasteful relitlgation, the C,,mmission's finding that Buckeye lacks 
significant market power in any market wouid he controlling f*)r future rate filings 
unless shippers make a prima facie showing that competitive t'Lrcu.'r.,tances have 
changed. Complainants would carry the ultimate burden of proof (b.at ",he market has 
ceased to he competitive. 

6. Less Competitive Markets 

Buckeye acknowledges that a prospective regulatory." methodology -h ' I address 
the poesibility that it could acquire substantial market power in one ,~r :•re of its 
markets in the future. If  this were to occur. Buckeye proposes that rates, for what 
Buckeye terms less competitive markets, would be tied to a price change index derived 
from rate changes in Buckeye's competitive markets. Buckeye maintains that competi- 
tive market pricing reflects coat changes and market conditions, therefore, a competi- 
tive, market-bar, ed price should be an efficient proxy for cost-based regulation. 

71 SO FKJtC 1 61,21~ sL pp. 61 )TI3-TQ4 (1990) "~ 49 U.S C ~ ~ 2.3.4.  ~.d ¢), l ')76) 
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7. Shipper Complaints 

Shippers would retain the right to file complaints or protests following notice of a 
rate increase. Shippers, however, would be required to show either: (a) that a rate 
increase exceeds the cap (15 percent real over two years); (b) that a rate increa~ 
exceeds the change in GNP deflator plus Z percent and has not been adequately 
justified by Buckeye; (c) that the rate is unlawfully discriminatory under ICA sections 
2 or 3; or (d) that as the result of substantially changed circumstanc:s, Buckeye has 
acquired significant market power in the relevant market and that the proposed rate 
increase exceeds the standards for markets in which Buckeye exercises significant 
market power. If a shipper presents a factual, prima facie case supporting any of these 
contentions, Buckeye would then be obligltted to provide responsive evidence, n Buck- 
eye propo~s that Commission staff would be allowed to participate by order of the 
Commission in any complaint proceeding. 

8. Experimental Nature of the Proposal 

Buckeye states that it recognizes that its propoeal, while firmly grounded in law 
and economics, is novel. Buckeye, therefore, proposes that this rate regulation proposal 
be adopted on an experimental basis for five years, at which time it can be reviewed by 
the Commission. Buckeye contends that this will allow the Commission further over- 
sight and control over Buckeye's rates and the experiment will provide valuable 
information as to the strengths and weaknesses of competitive rate regulation. 

Buckeye's proposal is not, however, intended to be generically applicable to other 
oil pipelines. Buckeye argues that interstate oil pipeline industry, consisting of over 130 
different pipeline companies, is enormously varied as to organizational structure, rate 
structures and market conditions. The industry includes integrated pipelines and 
independent pipelines, c- de oil pipelines and products pipelines, gathering pipelines, 
distribution pipelines and long-haul pipelines. Buckeye notes that its proposal may well 
not fit other pipelines' circumstances. 

B. Comments on Buck, eye's Proposal 

ATA argues that Buckeye's motion must be rejected as being seriously flawed and 
unlawfully generous in many respects, and that Buckeye's current rates cannot be 
found to be just and reasonable at this stage of these proceedings. ATA also notes that 
Buckeye's motion is premised on the assumption that the Initial Decision in this 
proceeding will be affirmed without substantial modification. ATA further maintains 
that the justness and reasonableness of Buckeye's rates was not at issue in Phase I and 
cannot be determined at this time. ATA contends that without a finding that Buck. 
eye's current rates are just and reasonable, the Commission would have no basis to 
assume that the rates increased from current levels would be just and reasonable. 7. 

ATA asserts that under this proposal Buckeye could impose enormous rate 
increases crating its shippers millions of dollars without any justification, and its 
shippers would be powerless to complain. ATA, as well as staff, question the use of the 
GNT deflator as a component in either the rate cap or rate trigger because the GNP 
deflator may not mirror Buckeye's costs. 

nAny l~ r ty  subwRUr~ • complaint would ba r  
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ATA argues that Buckeye's prolx~l to preclude suspension and investigation by 
the Commission would violate section 15(7) of the ICA. ATA argues further that 
Buckeye's proposal would strip the Commission of all authority to carry out its 
statutory responsibilities under section 15(7) for any rate increase that did not exceed 
the change in the GNIP deflator since the applicable rate was last increased plus two 
percent. ATA further argues that Buckeye's proposed limitation on customers' com- 
plaints would violate section 13 of the ICA. ATA contends that under Buckeye's 
proposal, shippers and other affected parties would lose all of their rights under section 
]3 unless they could present a p,r/ml fa~e case: (a) that a rate increase exceeds the 
cap; Co) that a rate increase exceeds the change in GNP deflator plus Z percent and has 
not been adequately justified by Buckeye; (c) that the rate is unlawfully discriminatory 
under ICA sections 2 or 3; or (d) that as the result of substantially changed circum- 
stances, Buckeye has acquired significant market power in the relevant market and 
that the proposed rate increase exceeds the standards for less competitive markets. 
ATA contends that the Commission has no authority to impeee a higher standard on 
potential complainants. 

ATA argu~ that under the guise of requiring flexibility, Buckeye is proposing to 
allow its rates in less competitive markets to incrca~ at a rate above the average 
increase allowed in allegedly competitive markets. ATA states that Buckeye has failed 
to address the likelihood that existing rates in less competitive markets would already 
be above competitive, or just and reasonable levels. 

Staff, while not opposing Buckeye's proposal, urges that a number of issues should 
be addressed before the Commission decides on any particular form of light-handed 
regulation. 

• With respect to Buckeye's prol~al that its rate increases be subject to a cap of 15 
percent (above the inflation rate) over a two-year period, staff argues that there should 
be an analysis of the likely effects of such a proposal on economic efficiency. Staff 
notes, for example, that from an economic standpoint, price increases in competitive 
markets do not need to be capped to achieve economic efficiency. Staff contends that if 
the market-clearing price in a competitive market increases by more than 15 percent, 
then a 15-percent cap will preclude some economic transactions from taking place that 
would increase economic efficiency. Staff notes that it is not proposing that the 
15-percent cap be eschewed in favor of some higher cap. Staff does, however, recom- 
mend that the Commission carefully weigh the potential costs of a cap in competitive 
markets against any benefits that may result. 

With ruqsect to Buckeye's proposal that rate increases which do not exceed the 
change in the GNP deflator plus 2 percent be permitted without suspension or 
investigation, staff notes that the use of such a b r c a d ~  index of inflation as the 
GN'P deflator for tracking costs in the oil pipeline industry is questionable. Staff 
contends that in a competitive market, prices track industry-specific and, in some 
cas~, raglon-speclfic marginal costs, not the average rate of increase of prices for 
economy as a whole. Staff maintains that although it may be efficient for the 
Commission not to suspend and investisate small rate increases, there was not an 
adequate basis provided for the particular rate trigger proposed by Buckeye, i.e., 2 
percent above the inflation index. Staff argues that the prolx~al should specify the 
time period over which the trigger increase mm/d be calculated. Staff also notes that 
the proposal should make it clear that the trigger would apply in addition to the cap. 

¶ 6 1 , 4 7 3  t, ode.d S,,e,m, e, dee~m 
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With respect to Buckeye's proposal that rate decreases be considered presump- 
tively valid, the staff believes that any such decreases should not result in a rate below 
marginal costs. Otherwise, the rate would be inefficient. Moreover, staff argues that 
given that Buckeye is in the best position to know its own costs, it should carry the 
burden of demonstrating that any proposed rate is not below marginal cost. 

With respect to Buckeye's proposal that rate increases in less competitive markets 
be limited by the average rate increase in competitive markets, staff also has several 
concerns. Staff contends that the flexibility given to rate changes in noncompetitive 
markets by the use of the "inner-quartile range" of rate changes in the competitive 
markets again may not be enough to allow all efficiency-promoting economic transac. 
tions to occur. 

Staff noted that if rates decline in the competitive markets, the 75th-percentile 
cap could prevent efficient differential pricing by requiring all rates in the noncompeti- 
tive markets to decrease. This, according to staff, could prevent a pipeline from earning 
its revenue requirement. Staff maintains that a better alternative for providing pricing 
flexibility may be the use of a weighted-average cap which could allow efficient 
differential pricing when rates decline in the competitive markets. Staff suggests that 
the use of a wcighted-avernge cap (weighted by volumes) may be an alternative to 
Buckeye's use of a minimum-quantity threshold for calculating the average rate 
increase in competitive markets. In other words, if a particular rate increase only 
related to minimal volumes, that rate increase would not have much of an impact in 
the calculation of the weighted-average rate increase. 

Finally, the staff ~s concerned that the use of either a minimum-quantity thresh- 
old or a weighted-average cap that is calculated solely by reference to Buckeye's rate 
increases may provide Buckeye with an opportunity to manipulate the average rate 
increase in competitive markets in its favor. Staff argues that a better alternative may 
be to use an average that would include rate increases instituted by Buckeye's 
competitors, such as other pipelines and possibly, barges and trucks. 

Buckeye argues that ATA and staff have offered no basis for modifying its 
proposal and therefore the Commission should promptly approve the proposal. Buckeye 
contends that neither staff nor ATA challenges the Commission's authority to rely upon 
market forces to establish rates in competitive markets. Buckeye also argues that 
ATA's insistence upon the need for a Phase [I  hearing to determine the reasonableness 
of Buckeye's rates simply ignores the Commission's clear policy that rates in competi- 
tive markets are just and reasonable. Buckeye declares that ATA's unsupported 
assertion that the Commission must investigate and suspend all rate changes that are 
subject to protest and complaint is contrary to all relevant and controlling precedent. 

Buckeye no:es that ATA and staff suggest that Buckeye's proposed "rate trigger" 
and "rate cap" may not adequately track Buckeye's cost changes. Buckeye contends 
that this argument reflects a fundamental misunderstanding of its proposal. According 
to Buckeye, both Commission staff and ATA ignore the fact that Buckeye's proposal 
relies primarily on competitive forces to keep rates within the zone of reasonableness. 
Buckeye states that the additional protection of the rate trigger and rate cap are not 
intended to establish cost-based rates. Buckeye contends that such a result would be 
inconsistent with the reliance on competitive markets to ensure just and reasonable 
rates, and would require expensive and complex rate cases to establish cost-based rates 
in a competitive setting. Buckeye argues that the rate cap and rate trigger are designed 
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to balance appropriately Buckeye's need for rate flexibility and the need to protect 
shippers during the establishment of an experimental rate program 

Buckeye maintains that its proposal is a fair and balanced experimental program 
for competitive regulation of its rates which affords reasonable pricing flexibility, full 
protection of shippers and continued close monitoring by the Commission to ensure 
that Buckeye's rates remain just and reasonable. 

C. Discussion of Buckeye's Proposal 

Having found that Buckeye does not possess significant market power in a large 
portion of its markets, and that these markets account for a sizeable portion of 
Buckeye's total deliveries, we believe that light-handed regulation is appropriate. The 
broad outline of Buckeye's proposal--to use price changes in markets where it lacks 
significant market power to set caps for price changes in its markets where it does have 
market power--is a regulatory approach we generally support, especially on a limited 
experimental basis. Significantly, Buckeye also has proposed to cap price increases in 
markets where it lacks significant market power Although there is no efficiency basis 
for a price cap in a truly competitive market, we accept that aspect of Buekeye's 
proposal. We recognize that judgment plays an important role in determining whether 
markets are competitive, and a cap on rates in markets where Buckeye does not 
exercise significant market power will serve as an added safeguard against any 
unanticipated opportunity Buckeye may have to exercise market power. 

Nonetheless the Commission has two primary concerns with Buckeye's proposal 
for capping rate increases in markets in which it does not exercise significant market 
power. First, Buckeye's calculation of average price in the markets in which it does not 
exercise significant market power could give undue weight to small volume markets 
and give Buckeye an incentive to manipulate price in those markets for gain in its 
larger volume markets in which it exercises significant market power. And second, the 
price flexibility Buckeye advocates in markets in which it does not exercise significant 
market power would not be an effective protection against its potential to use its 
monopoly to price discriminate. To address the~ concerns, we will authorize a modified 
version of Buckeye's proposal for a three-year period only, and we will require that 
Buckeye file annual reports detailing price and revenue changes in each of its markets 
The Commission will use information in Bockeye's reports to judge whether light- 
handed regulation was successful in protecting shippers against monopoly abuses. 

ATA argues that the Commission cannot find Buckeye's current rates just and 
reasonable without conducting a full Phase II  hearing. As discussed later in section IV 
of this opinion, in connection with ATA's pending complaint against Buckeye's rates, 
the Commission will establish just and reasonable rates for the markets in which the 
Commission has found that Buckeye exercises significant market power. The just and 
reasonable rate so established will then serve as the base rate to which Buckeye's 
proposed rate caps will apply to govern rate increases during thee experimental period. 
With respect to the markets in which Buckeye does not exercise significant market 
power, there is no need for further investigation because competition can be relied upon 
to restrain Buckeye's rates in these markets. 

The Commission will permit Buckeye to implement its proposed experiment, as 
modified by this order. In order to implement this experiment Buckeye must make a 
tariff filing in which it sets out all of the terms of the experiment that will govern its 
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rates and rate increases during the experimental period. The experimental peried will 
be~in after the Commission accepts the tariff shee~ for filing. 

We now respond to specific concerns raised by ATA and the Commission staff. 

1. Rate Caps in Markets Where Buckeye Lacks Significant Market Power 

ATA argues that Buckcye's proposal could impose enormous rate increases costing 
its shippers millions of dollars (up to $32 million according to ATA) without any 
jusrificstion, and its shippers would be powerless to complain. This argument is not 
persuasive. Buckcye's proposal contains beth a rate cap and a rate trigger. Thus any 
individual rate increase exceeding the rate trigger would be subject to full suspension 
and investigation by the Commission, thereby creating an avenue of redress for those 
affected by excessive rate incre~,es. In markets where Buckeye lacks significant 
market power, it is appropriate to permit Buckeye to maintain its real rate without 
refund o~ligation. ]t  should be noted that a rate increase exceeding the GNP deflator, 
as proposed by Buckeye, is equivalent to an increase in Buckeye's real rate. 

Staff argues that Buekeye's proposal, that its rate increase be subject to a cap of 
15 percent ~ e r  a two year period, should be carefully reviewed by the Commission. 
Staff argues that in competitive markets, price caps are not needed to achieve 
economic efficiency, and in some instances, could preclude some efficient transactions 
from taking place As a general proportion we agree with staff. However, as we 
explained earlier, we accept the added protection against market power this aspect of 
Buckeye's proposal offers. Thus, we agree with Buckeye that the better course would be 
to monitor this issue during the experimental period and to adjust the rate cap if 
necessary. 

2. Rate Triggers 

Staff expressed several concerns with respect to the operation of the rate trigger. 
Staff questions Buckeye's use of such a broad based index of inflation as the GNP 
deflator for tracking costs in the oil pipeline industry. Staff contends that in a 
competitive market, prices track industry-specific and in some cases, region specific 
marginal costs, not the average rate of increase of prices for the economy as a whole. 
KTA expressed similar concerns. Buckeye argues that the approach recommended by 
staff would require substantial regulatory proceedings to identify precisely what 
"market-basket" of goods and services should be used to establish a cost-basod index. 

The Commission agrees with Staff that the GNP inflation measure will not 
precisely track cost changes in the oil pipeline industry. However, the GNP deflator is 
a widely used and well-understood broad-hasod index which we believe is a reasonable 
index for price changes in a competitive market, especially for the limited term of the 
Buckeye experiment. We see no compelling reason to mandate an alternative in this 
context, and we will accept this aspect of Buckeye's proposal. 

Staff also requests clarification on two issues. First, staff questions whether the 
rate trigger will be applied in addition to the cap. Buckeye confirms that each rate 
would be subject to beth the rate cap and rate trlgger/s Accordingly, Buckeye must 
make this clear in the tariff sheets it will file to implement the experiment. Second, 
staff maintains that the proposal should specify the time period over which the tr~p~r 
increase would be calculated. We agree, the tariff must clearly specify the time per/od. 
Staff also suggests that the 2 percent addition to the GNP deflator needs further 
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justification. We think it  is appropriate for Buckeye to hive the flexibility i t  proposes, 
to increase its rates in the markets in which it  does not have market power without 
justifying the increase as necessitated by competitive circumstances, since this t i e r ,  
as with the rate cap, simply provides added protection against the exercise of market 
power. 

3. S~:tions 13 and 15(7) of the ICA 

ATA argues that Buckeye's proposal violates section 13 of the ICA. The Commis- 
sllm does not agree. As Buckeye noted, section 13(I) impe~les a duty to investigate a 
complaint only if there is a reasonable ground for investigation. Under the proposal as 
adopted here, a shipper can establish reasonable grounds for a complaint by showing 
either: (I) that a rate increase exceeds the rate cap; (2) that the rate increase exceeds 
the change in the GNP deflator and has not been justified by Buckeye; (3) that the rate 
is unlawfully discriminatory under sections 2 or 3 of the ICA; or (4) that as a result of 
~ubstantial}y changed circumstances, Buckeye has acquired significant market power 
in a relevant market and the proposed rate increase exceeds the standards for markets 
in which Buckeye exercises significant market power. Thus, in adopting Buckeye's 
proposal, the Commission is setting general Imrameters for a finding of reasonable 
grounds under section 13(I) of the ICA 

ATA also argues that Buckeye's proposal to preclude suspension and investigation 
by the Commission would violate section 15(7) of the ICA. ATA argues further that the 
proposal would strip the Commission of all authority to carry out its statutory 
responsibilities for any rate increase that did not exceed the change in the GNP 
deflator since the applicable rate was last increased by two percent. Buckeye, on the 
other hand, argues that the Commission has broad authority in determining whether or 
not to investigate and suspend rate changes. As Buckeye contends, ICA section 15(7) 
authorizes the Commission to investigate rate changes, it does not require the Commis- 
sion to investigate and suspend all rate changes. The decision by the Commission to 
investigate or suspend is a discretionary one. Therefore, in accepting Buckeye's propo- 
sal, we are setting forth in advance how the Commission will exercise its discretion to 
investigate or suspend Buckeye's rate changes during the period of the experiment. 

4. Rate Caps for Markets Where Buckeye Has Significant Market Power 

ATA and staff expressed concerns with respect to Buckeye's proposal regarding 
markets where Buckeye has significant market power. The concerns raised by ATA 
were similar to the arguments it made regarding Buckeye's proposal for markets in 
which Buckeye does not have significant market power which were addressed above. 
Staff, however, expressed certain other misgivings with regards to this issue. First, 
Commission staff found that restricting individual rate changes to the "inner-quartile 
range" of rate changes in markets where Buckeye does not have significant market 
power may not provide sufficient flexibility. Buckeye notes that staff appears to 
suggest a broider range for individual rate increases based upon a weighted average 
cap for all rate incre/ses in a less competitive market. Citing staff's Answer at 4-5. 

Buckeye argues that the inner quartile range restriction was designed to protect 
individual shippers in markets where Buckeye has significant market power, while still 
allowing some pricing flexibility. ~ Buckeye submits that the "inner.quartile" range, 
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which it claims strikes a balance between pricing freedom and shipper protection is an 
appropriate pert of an experimental program. Buckeye contends that staff's proposal 
may have merit, but argues it would be best addressed after the Commission gains 
some experience under the Buckeye proposal. 

The Commission's chief concern with Buckeye's proposal for price flexibility in its 
markets where it does have significant market power is that it would potentially allow 
Buckeye to act as a discriminating monopolist. Thus, we are not willing to grant 
Buckeye this pricing flexibility. Instead, we will require that any average decrease in 
rates in Buckeye's markets where it does not have significant market power must be 
accompanied by a corresponding decrease in all of Buckeye's rates in markets where it 
does have significant market power. For example, if Buckeye's rates in markets in 
which it does not have significant market power decline by an average of $ percent, 
then each of Buckeye's rates in markets where it does have significant market power 
must also decrease by 5 percent. However, if Buckeye's rates in markets where it does 
not have significant market power increase on average by 5 percent, Buckeye may 
increase any rate in markets where it does have significant market power by no more 
than .5 percent. 

Staff also proposes to calculate the average rate increase on a volume weighted 
basis, instead of Buckeye's proposal to exclude small volume movements from the 
calculation. Buckeye notes that it also seeks to eliminate the possible distortions caused 
by rate increase.~ on small volume movements. Buckeye argues that for purpo~.s of this 
experimental program, the use of a minimum volume standard is simpler to administer 
than Staff's proposal and effectively eliminates the influence of small-volume move- 
ments. 

As we stated previOUSly, the Commission is concerned that Buckeye's calculation 
of average price could give undue weight to small volume markets and give Buckeye an 
incentive to manipulate price in those markets for gain in its larger volume, markets 
where it does have significant market power. Thus, we agree with staff that the use of a 
weighted-average cap is a viable alternative to Buckeye's use of a minimum quantity 
threshold for calculating the average rate increase. Accordingly, Buckeye must modify 
its proposal to use a weighted-average cap. 

Staff is also concerned that Buckeye's proposal, even using staff's suggested 
volume weighted approach, "may provide Buckeye with an opportunity to manipulate 
the average rate increase in competitive markets in its favor." Instead, staff suggests 
an alternative index of rate increases by Buckeye's competitors such as pipelines, 
barges and trucks. Buckeye objects to this proposal on both theoretical and practical 
grounds. Buckeye argues that staff fails to consider that Buckeye's proposed index is 
derived from Buckeye's rate changes in competitive markets. Buckeye argues further 
that in competitive markets, the "manipulation" feared by staff simply cannot occur, 
the only possible means of manipulation according to Buckeye, won]d be for Buckeye to 
substantially increase very low-volume rates to drive up the average rate of increase in 
the markets where it does not have significant market power. Buckeye submits thai 
this scenario is inherently unlikely. Buckeye contends that any possibility of this 
"manipulation" has already been eliminated by Buckeye's proposal to exclude small 
volume movements from the calculation. While staff's concerns with respect to this 
issue may have considerable merit, indices based upon eompetitor's prices would not 
appear to be feasible, since there is no way to ensure that Buckeye would have access to 
current and accurate prices charged by its competitors. Furthermore, our requirement 
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that Buckeye modify its proposal to calculate weighted.avera~ price caps and to 
eliminate pricing flexibility in markets in which it exercises significant market power 
should offer adequate protection against any market manipulation. Thus, we will 
monitor Buckeye's price changes as a part of the experimental program and rely on the 
changes in markets in which it does not have significant market power during this 
period. 

During the experimental period, the Commission will require Buckeye to submit 
annual reports, on January 20 of each year, detailing price and revenue chan~.s under 
each of its tariffs in all its markets and relevant GNP inflation calculations. Specifi- 
cally, for each tariff in each market, Buckeye must give the initial rate ($/Bbl), volume 
(bi~D), and revenue ($/yr). Then, Buckeye must give any percentage change in cach 
rate during each 12-month experimental period and corresponding changes in revenue. 
Buckeye must also show how it calculated applicable price caps for its markets in 
which it does have significant market power for each experimental period. 

The Commission will carefully evaluate any revenue loeses in Buckeye's markets 
in which it does not have silp'~cant market power that are accompanled by substan- 
tial revenue gains in Buckeye's monopoly markets. Higher competitive rates and lower 
competitive revenues, along with higher rates and revenues in markets in which 
Buckeye does not have significant market power, would strongly suggest market 
manipulation and the need for a return to traditional regulation. 

5. Rate Decreases 

Staff argues that rates should not be allowed to fall below marginal costs and 
further suggests that the burden of demonstrating that any proposed rate is not below 
marginal costs should be on the pipeline. Buckeye argues that staff's propmal is 
unnecessary and inappropriate. Although Buckeye agrees that rates below marginal 
costs would be inefficient, Buckeye contends that it has no incentive to charge such 
ra'tes, nor has any party alleged that any of its rates are below marginal costs. The 
Commission is not persuaded by Buckeye's arguments. The primary concern with 
placing the burden of demonstrating any alleged unlawfulness on complainants is that 
this might effectively exclude any small complainant from being heard because the 
process would be too costly. The ICA places the burden of showing justness and 
reasonableness of filed tariffs on the company filing the tariffs and we see no need to 
deviate from that standard. Thus, Buckeye's proposal is modified accordingly. 

IV. ATA'a Complaint as to Buclr.eye's Rates 

On April 29, 1988, ATA filed a complaint requesting the establishment of just and 
reasonable rates for the transportation of aviation jet fuel by Buckeye and the ordering 
of reparations back to January I, I~7 .  ATA's complaint was filed under sections 15(I), 
15(I), 16(I) of the Interstate Commerce Act and Rule 206 of the Commission's Rules of 
Practice and Procedure 18 C.F.R. } 385.206 (1990). 

In its complaint ATA argues that the record developed in this proceeding (which is 
now referred to as Phase D demonstrates that the revenues Buckeye is r~covering 
under its current rates far exceed its cost of service. ATA asserts that Buckeye is 
currently receiving revenues far in excess of its costs and that most, if not all, of 
Buckeye's current rates for the transportation of aviation jet fuel rare exces~ve, unjust 
and unreasonable. ATA further contends that even complete denial of the rate 
increases proposed by Buckeye in this proceeding would fail to provide adequate relief 
to ATA's member air carriers. ATA argnes that all shippers have a right to ~ -  
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tion under just and reasonable rates, and that its member air carriers would be denied 
this right unless the Commission prescribes just and reasonable rates and orders 
reparations for excessive charges made on or after January 1, 1987. 

ATA requested that the Commission address the complaint along with the issues 
in Phase I of this procc'eding to resolve: (1) the justness and reasonableness of all of 
Buckeye's tariff rates for the transportation of aviation jet fuel, whether or not an 
~r, crease to any such rate has been prolx~,d; (2) the iust and reasonable rate to be 
thereafter observed to the extent that any of Buckeye's tariff rates for the transporta- 
tion of aviation jet fuel are found to be unjust and unreasonable; and (3) the 
appropriate measure of reparations (with interest) to be made to ATA's member air 
carriers as relief from unjust and unreasonable tariff rates charged for the transporta- 
tion o[ aviation ice fuel for the period from January I, 1987 to the da'.e that the 
prescribed just and reasonable rates become effective. 

ATA's complaint raises issues that require investigation with respect to Buckeye's 
rates in the markets in which the Commission has found that Buckeye exercises 
significant market power. As a first step, however, the Commission must determine in 
which of Buckeye's relevant markets, as defined in Phase f of this proceeding, ATA has 
standing to challenge Buckcye's rates. That is, since ATA's complaint is limited to the 
rates for the transportation of aviation jet furl, the Commission must determine which 
rates are at issue, and further determine whether the rates are for transportation to or 
in markets which the Commission has found that Buckeye exercises significant market 
power. Therefore, the Commission will require Buckeye to identify which of its rates 
apply to the transportation of jet fuel. ATA will then have an opportunity to respond. 

Once the Commission knows the precise rates at issue the Commission will be able 
to determine the markets at issue. The complaint will be dismissed as to these markets 
that have been found in Phase I of this proceeding to be markets in which Buckeye does 
not have significant market power. The rates in those markets are deemed to be just 
and reasonable The Commission will then be able to proceed with consideration of the 
merits of the complaint as to the rest of the markets in which ATA has standing, and to 
a determination as to the justness and reasonableness of Buckeye's rates in those 
markets and whether reparations are appropriate. Once a final determination is made 
as to just and reasonable rates, the methodology adopted in Phase I I  of this proceeding 
for setting Buckeye's rates b'ill be applied to those rates in each market in which 
Buckeye can exercise significant market power. Until that time, the Phase I I  methodol- 
ogy svi]l be applied to the rates currently in effect, subject to refund. 

The Commission order~ 

(A) The Initial Decision is affirmed in pan  and reversed in Fan consistent with 
the discussion contained in the body of this order. 

(B) Buckeye's proposed experimental program is accepted for a three-year I~riod 
consistent with the discussion contained in the body of this order, and Buckeye must 
make a tariff filing that sets out the proposal in detail. 

(C) Within 21 days of the date of this order, Buckeye must identify its rates that 
apply to the transportation of jet fuel. ATA may respond to the identification filed by 
Buckeye within 10 days thereafter. 
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Anne Moxam. Cc~,mlmionm', d ~ m n ~ r  .In .mu.c 

I agree with the Commission's decision and ladings in Phase I of these proceed- 
ings analyzing Buckeye's market power in its various markets and the end result of the 
Commission's decision in Phase H of these proceedings fixing the rate methodology for 
Buckeye to use in the future. I am convinced that the requisite showing has been made 
that, under the conditions impmed by the Commission taken as a whole, the end result 
reached here is just and reasonable. I ditsent from those parts of the Commission's 
order which sugge~ that oven less regulation may be appropriate in this case. 

Section 1(5) of the Interstate Commerce Act (ICA) requires that all rates charged 
for oil pipeline transportation *'shall be just and reasonable." Under section 13(I) of the 
ICA, any person may complain of a pipeline's action or rate and "[if] there shall 
appear to be any reasonable geonnd for investigating said complaint, it shall be the 
duty of the Commission to investigate the matters complained of in such manner and 
by such means as it shall deem proper." Under section 15(1) of the ICA, the Commis- 
sion is authorized "to determine and prek~be what win be the just and reasonable" 
rate for such transportation services. 

There can be no question that the Commission may discharge its statutory 
obligations without resort to the traditional rate review process. However, in doing so, 
the Commission must show, "that under current circumstances the goals and p u ~ s  
of the statute will be accomplished through substantially less regulatory oversight." 
Farmers Union/7, 734 F2d at 1510. 

In Buckeye I, citing Farmers Union II, the Commission described the parameters 
for the approach it could use to regulate oil pipeline rates: 

['r]he Commission clearly could, if competitive circumstances warrant, require 
only generalized c~t  data for oil pipeline ratemak/ng if it can be demonstrated 
that the resulting rates from such an apprmeh would satisfy the just and 
reasonable standard . . . .  The competitive forces warranting such light-handed 
regulation would have to be clearly identified and must be shown to keep prices at 
a just and reasonable level to ensure that the Commission can protect shippers 
from unreasonable rates under the IC/c 

44 FERC | 61,(~6, at p. 61,185 (1988). Fundamentally. there must be "a substantial 
evidentiary predicate on which to determine that competition in relevant markets will 
operate as a meaningful constraint on the involved pipeline."/d, at p. 61,186. 

In this case we find there are two different types of markets: those in which 
Buckeye lacks significant market power, and the6e in which Buckeye has significant 
market power. Nonetheless, for beth, we provide the same answer and adopt the 
general outlines of Buckeye's proposal: I (i) over the next three years individual rate 
increases will not exceed a "cap" of 15 percent over any two-year period; and (ii) 
individual rate increases will be allowed to become effective without susper,~ion or 
investigation if they do not exceed a "trigger" which is the change in the GNP deflator 
since the rate was last increased plus 2 percent. Additionally, as to those markets where 
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Buckeye lacks significant market power, we find the current rates to be ~ t t  and 
rcasonable, z 

As a result, with this order we f'md that Buckeye may impose rate increases in all 
of its markets without refund obligation up to the "trigger" point. We also describe the 
general I~trameters for a finding of "reasonable grounds" under section 13(1) to 
investigate complaints for rate increases in both types of markets. If a rate increase is 
below the trigger point, there will be no investigation; if above the trigger point but 
below the cap, there may be an investigation if Buckeye has not "justified" the 
increase. (Slip Op. at 35-36.) ~ 

I weuld not support this order without the rate cap and the trigger. These 
provisions - -  the rate cap and the trigger - -  are not, as the majority states, merely an 
"added safeguard" (Slip O13. at 33, describing the cap) or "added protection" (Slip Op. 
at 35, describing the trigger and the cap). They are, for me, necessary to ensure that we 
provide for just and reasonable rates. 

At bottom, I disagree with the fundamental assumption made by the majority 
that, on this record, competition alone can be relied upon to reUraln Buekeye's rates 
where it lacks significant market power. (Slip Op. at 33 and 34.) As the order correctly 
notes, "judgment plays an important role in determining whether markets are compoti- 
tire" (Slip Op. at 33). More importantly, however, judgment determines whether 
markets are competitive enough to warrant the sort of rate flexibility we allow 
Buckeye. That judgment may prove wrong. The markets we deem competitive enough 
today may not be tomorrow. The rate cap and trigger thus work to provide a necessary 
backstop. 

I aLso disagree with the majority's endorsement, even as an "expec/ment", of 
regulating markets where Buckeye has significant market power by referencing mar- 
kets where it lacks that power. (Slip Op. at 33.) This is a serious step which cuts new, 
untried ground and has no factual support on the record before us. 4 First, there is no 
factual basis for assuming that any rate increase Buckeye can impose in markets where 
it lacks significant market power translates into allowable costs for all of its markets. 
Nor can this approach be justified by assuming that, because '*a sizeable portion of 
Buckeye's total deliveries" are in markets where it lacks significant market power (Slip 
Op at 33), these then become the appropriate yardsticks for ensuring just, and 
reasonable rates for all markets, s 

ZA~ to those nu .ke t s  where Buckeye does e~er- 
c ~  t~snlfictnt market power (Cleveland. Rochester. 
Syracuse-Utica. aJnahampton-Elmira) o¢ might exer- 
clt¢ ~ h  power INew York). the matter of the current 
rates - -  as o ~  to future rate increau~ - -  mlaht 
he let foz hearing d~pendirtll upon vd~cther the c u ~  
tomer/parties ha~e uandihS tu ra~R the issue. (S~tp 
013 at 40.) This leaves otwn the prmpect that. as to 
mcne H there markets, future rate increaues will  he 
a ~  as tf the underly,~s rates are iu*t and rt~tsm~- 
able. I have ~ e r ~ s  reservations about ~uch ratenmk- 
in s by  d e f a u l t  However.  m y  retervations are 
tempered by the fact that cuatomers remain frt~e to 
lit/sate the~e underlyinB rates in future case*+ 

s A dd l t~ t / l y ,  ome may c~m~pt~n and have set 
for i n v e s l l p t / ~  whether the rate it u~twfully dit- 
cdminato~y a¢ whether the ceml~ttt/we ~fituatu~/~ has 
ch~red ~ni f lcant ly  (Slip O~. at 35-~5 ) 

Frd~ a*pwt* 

4 A timlhtr appr©ach w~t • key element in recent 
lelpulstlon introduced tn the Cotllpre~6 to d ~ t e  
the ad] pspeline industry The ~ t / o n  m no~ 
enacted ConlD'u6s alone has the autho~ty to derq~u- 
htte the industry Unle~ and ~mt/I i t  doer to, th~ 
Committton is ablilated to entune that ratea charled 
are just and reatonable as ~ q m r e d  by  the t ~ u l a t ~ V  
regime H the ICA 

SThe ick~ app~us to be that, became • 
portion H Buckeye's ~ is s ~ k ' ~  to coml~t/- 
tion. there it  (prof~rticmJlty) he** fikelthood that 
]~tcIImy~ will succe~fuHy tubsidiM ~ in th¢~ 
m&rk~ta wlth price increese* in markett where it 
not eacE t~traficant caeapGtit/~. ~ .  t4tcb s 
crltetio, c*nn~, *Sane, ~ ~ * q ~  txvtectlm 
Aa the o~der properly reCqlnUta (Sllp Op. at 33 and 
36-39) additional i f q D ~  ane r e q t ~  to et~t~lre 
there it no market ¢roubat the idL~t~  

¶ 61,473 
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6 2 , 6 8 8  Cited m " 5 3  FERC ql . . . .  " 5o.~^ i-a9.9~ 

When we find that Buckeye can. in certain markets, "exercise significant market 
power" we find that, u to those markets, Buckeye has mo~opo|y power. The rate cap 
and tr/g&er thus are necessary to impose a proper discipline in those markets. They 
ensure that, even if  Buckeye has significant market power, it cannot exercise that 
power. This is precisely the sort of monitoring mechanism necessary to ensure that 
rates remain within a zone of reasonableness. 

In summary, when we rely on competitive markets to ensure just and reasonable 
rates we must act to ensure flint, as to all of its markets, Buckeye cannot enjoy the 
force of its market power and that its rates are just and reasonable. The regulatory 
scheme the Commission develops must "act[} as a monitor to see if this occurs or to 
check rates if it does not." Farmers Union If, 734 F2d st 1509. On the record we have 
here, the rate cap and t r / ue r  are necessary to do precisely that. 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Buckeye Pipe Line Company, L.P. ) Docket No. IS87-14-000, et al 
) and OR88-3-000 

ERRATA NOTICE 

(January 23, 1991) 

OPINION NO. 360 

OPINION AND ORDER ON INITIAL DECISION 

(Issued December 31, 1990) 

Page One, Second Paragraph, Line 12, should read: "market 
p~er, the Commission will, in those ~arkets in which ATA is 
found to have standing, remand the case to the AEJ, if necessary, 
to determine the appropriate base rates to which the rate caps 
will apply and to resolve the amount of reparations, if any, to 
which ATA may be entitled in its pending complaint against 
Buckeye's rates." 

Lois D. Cashell 
Secretary 


